Organization  
Global Growth and Development  
- Perspectives of Global Regions

Teacher:  
Professor Dr. Thomas Gries, Dr. Margarete Redlin  (10 ECTS)
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Syllabus:  
The course gives an overview of modern growth and development economics. Starting with empirical facts of growth and development, several approaches of growth and development are introduced. Appart from the mechanics of traditional and recent growth theory the main challenges of development are discusssed and analysed. Especially the issue of openess and growth and development is in the focus of the discussion.

Elements of the module and grading:  
Elements of the module:
- W4412-1 Lecture on growth and development theory
- W4412-2 Lecture and exercise on empirical methods and applications
- W4412-3 Project

The student is supposed to do:
- 50% zk: Zwischenklausur / intermediate exam
- 50% pa: Projektarbeit / project work (Project)
- ha: Hausarbeit / home assignment
- pp: Präsentation / presentation

Max. number of participants: 30
Max. number of pages for projects: given in class
More details: given in class

Topics:  
See for details "course topics"

Scheduling and time plan:  
First meeting: see PAUL
time first meeting: see PAUL
classroom first meeting: see PAUL
The course will be given at: see PAUL
classroom: see PAUL

Application and Registration:  
Course application required: no application required
Deadline for course application and registration in 'moodle', and submission of application form in 'moodle': When enrolling in moodle please add directly behind your first name any information necessary for us to know! (i.e. "exchange student" or in case you don't have to do the whole module, please inform us by writing "no project" or "no exam" etc.) For application date see course schedule below!
Definition of first milestone: see project schedule
Literature: